LEARN FROM THE **BEST** IN THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

Sometimes, learning Science can become quite a drag. Being constantly bombarded with fact after fact without realising the true connection to the real world is draining and experienced by many students. *Do you understand the whys that go with your whats?*

Have no fear, the Young Chemists Group is here for you! Thanks to the esteemed Nicolette Hilton, we have an opportunity for you to experience a presentation by one of the *best* Science Educators in the industry that will help you expand your understanding of Science. Nicolette’s specialty in helping her students understand the key skills and concepts in their Scientific careers for 8 years and counting is sure to help *enrich your own learning experience and improve your performance* beyond even your academic years.

Interested? Then make sure you come to the event and meet with fellow Science students and Industry Professionals. After all, it’s *free.*

**When and Where?**
Date: 9th May 2014
Time: 6:00 PM
Location: UNSW Chemical Sciences Building Room M10

CONTACT
racyoungchemists@gmail.com
facebook.com/YCGRACI